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Abstract
In this work, we provide a fully-implicit implementation of the time-dependent,
filtered spherical harmonics (FPN ) equations for non-linear, thermal radiative
transfer. We investigate local filtering strategies and analyze the effect of the
filter on the conditioning of the system, showing in particular that the filter
improves the convergence properties of the iterative solver. We also investi-
gate numerically the rigorous error estimates derived in the linear setting, to
determine whether they hold also for the non-linear case. Finally, we simulate
a standard test problem on an unstructured mesh and make comparisons with
implicit Monte-Carlo (IMC) calculations.
Keywords: Radiation transport, Thermal radiative transfer, Spherical
harmonics, Spectral filtering, Fully implicit methods, Discontinuous Galerkin
1. Introduction
The equations of thermal radiative transfer describe the movement of pho-
tons through a material as well as the exchange of energy between the photon
radiation and the material. There are two equations: a radiation transport
equation that tracks the energy in the radiation field via an angular intensity
I and a temperature equation that tracks the internal energy of the material.
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The coupling of these two equations reflects the exchange of energy as photons
are emitted and absorbed by the material.
Various numerical methods for the radiation transport equation have been
developed to solve the radiative transfer problem. The challenge here is that the
angular intensity is, in the most general setting, a function of six phase space
variables (position, energy, and direction of propagation) plus time. The most
common approaches are implicit Monte Carlo methods [1, 2], discrete ordinate
methods [3], spectral approximations [4], finite element discretizations [5], and
nonlinear moments methods [6, 7, 8].
In this paper, we focus on a variation of the spherical harmonics (or PN )
method. The PN method is a spectral Galerkin method that approximates
the angular dependence of the radiation intensity using a finite expansion in
spherical harmonics up to degree N . The result is a linear, hyperbolic system
of time-dependent equations for the expansion coefficients, which can then be
discretized with respect to space and time in a variety of ways.
The PN approach offers several benefits. Among these are spectral con-
vergence for smooth solutions and preservation of the rotational invariance of
the transport equation.1 However, the method also poses challenges. Chief
among these is that the PN approximation of the angular intensity can be
highly-oscillatory and even negative when the underlying exact solution is not
sufficiently smooth; this happens typically in regions where the material cross-
section is small. In addition to being non-physical, the negative radiation en-
ergy can cause the material temperature T to become negative, in which case
the model for photon emission is not well-defined.2 In addition, the material
cross-section may become negative and thereby introduce instabilities into the
simulation.
To address the problem of Gibbs phenomena in the PN approximation,
McClarren and Hauck [9] applied filtering techniques to smooth out the an-
gular dependency of the solution; they coined the name filtered PN (FPN ) for
this method. While filtering does not ensure positivity of the approximation
for I, it does suppress oscillations in the PN approximation at a computa-
tional cost that is much lower than other closures that are robustly positive,
such as positive PN (PPN ) closures [10, 11, 12] and entropy-based closures
[7, 8]. In practice, the filtering approach has so far shown very promising re-
sults [9, 13, 14, 15, 16]. However, the method has yet to be implemented with an
implicit time-integration scheme, which is often preferred due to the extremely
fast scales in the transport equation. Indeed, in an explicit scheme, the time
step ∆t required by particle advection is bounded by ∆x/c, where ∆x charac-
terizes the size of the spatial mesh and c is the speed of light.3 Such a condition
1Roughly speaking, the solution of the equation is unchanged when the spatial and angular
variables in phase space undergo the same rotation.
2For T ≤ 0, the expression of the Planckian – as shown in Eq. 4 below – is not integrable
with respect to energy.
3An explicit treatment of the energy exchange terms may require an even smaller time step.
However, because these terms are spatially local, they are relatively easy to treat implicitly.
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is often too restrictive. Implicit methods, on the other hand, maintain stability
with a much larger time step. However, each step requires the inversion of a
large set of algebraic equations.
In this paper, we detail an implicit implementation of the filtered PN equa-
tions using Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) Finite Elements. The DG approach is
one of several possible spatial discretization methods. Other finite element ap-
proaches for PN include least-squares formulations [17, 18, 19], parity-based
formulations [20, 21], self-adjoint formulations [22], and streamlined-upwind
Petrov-Galerkin methods [23, 24]. Discontinuous Galerkin methods were in-
vented for transport problems in Ref. [25]. There it was observed that the
discontinuous basis, while more expensive than a standard continuous approxi-
mation, give better approximations to problems with non-smooth solutions. In
addition to being robust in streaming regimes, where non-smooth solutions typ-
ically occur, DG methods (with a sufficiently rich basis set) also perform well in
the diffusion limit [26, 27, 28].4 A semi-implicit discretization of the PN equa-
tions with DG methods, which treats the flux terms explicitly, can be found in
Ref. [31].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The radiative transfer
equations and the FPN equations are presented in Section 2. The spatial dis-
cretization of the FPN equations is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we show
the impact the filter has on the convergence properties of the iterative solver
and then consider the error estimates derived in Ref. [32] for the linear setting.
Finally, in Section 5, we test the method with different filtering strategies on
the challenging benchmark problem known as the Crooked Pipe [33]. Because
this problem is particularly hard to converge, we first show good agreement
between our code and implicit Monte-Carlo calculations on a simplified version.
We then show for the harder problem that the filter mitigates deficiencies in the
PN solutions, especially for smaller values of N .
2. Implicit Filtered PN
We consider the grey (frequency integrated) form of the thermal radiative
transfer equations, given by [34]:
1
c
∂I
∂t
+ ~Ω · ~∇I + σt(T )I = σa(T )B(T ) + σs
4pi
φ+Q, (1)
∂
∂t
E(T ) = σa(T )
(
φ− 4piB(T )), (2)
along with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. Eq. 1 governs the angu-
lar intensity I(~r, ~Ω, t) of the photon radiation, with ~r and ~Ω being, respectively,
the spatial and angular coordinates and t being the time. Meanwhile, Eq. 2
4Roughly speaking, this limit occurs when particle interactions with the surrounding
medium isotropize the radiation field and the angular average of the photon distribution
satisfies a much simpler diffusion equation [29, 30].
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governs the evolution of the material energy E(T ), where T (~r, t) is the material
temperature. The derivative Cv = E
′(T ) is the material heat capacity; for cal-
culations, we assume it is independent of T , although the formulations do not
require it. The constant c is the speed of light; σs, σa, and σt = σs + σa are the
scattering, absorption, and total macroscopic cross-sections, respectively, with
units of inverse length; Q is the (known) volumetric source. The scalar intensity
φ(~r, t) is the integral of the specific intensity with respect to angle
φ ≡
∫
S2
I dΩ, (3)
where S2 is the unit sphere; the frequency-integrated Planckian blackbody
source is given by
B(T ) ≡
∫ ∞
0
2hν3
c2
1
exp( hνkT )− 1
dν =
acT 4
4pi
, (4)
where a = (8pi5k4)/(15h3c3) is the radiation constant, with h and k being the
Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively. This integral is only defined for
T > 0, which is one reason to maintain a positive material temperature.
We assume that Eq. 1 is defined over a bounded spatial domain D and we
let S = D × S2. Boundary conditions for I must be specified for incoming
data—that is, on the set
∂S− = {(~r, ~Ω) ∈ ∂D × S2 : ~n0(~r) · ~Ω < 0}, (5)
where ~n0(~r) is the outward normal at a point ~r ∈ ∂D.
2.1. Fully-implicit radiation transfer
Applying the backward Euler method to discretize Eqs. 1 and 2 in time leads
to the following quasi-steady form of the radiative transfer system:
~Ω · ~∇In+1 + σ∗t (Tn+1)In+1 = σa(Tn+1)B(Tn+1) +
σs
4pi
φn+1 +Q∗, (6)
E(Tn+1)− E(Tn)
∆t
= σa(T
n+1)
(
φn+1 − 4piB(Tn+1)
)
, (7)
where
σ∗t = σt +
1
c∆t
and Q∗ = 1
∆t
∫ tn+1
tn
Qdt+ I
n
c∆t
. (8)
Here and throughout, the superscript n indicates the discrete approximation of
a time-dependent quantity at time tn. When a superscript is not specified, it is
assumed that such approximations are evaluated at tn+1.
The system 6-7 is nonlinear due to the Planckian term B and possibly the
material properties. In this work, we choose a fully nonlinear treatment although
it has been shown that expanding B about Tn and evaluating the cross-sections
at the previous time step also performs well [35, 31].
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2.2. Spherical Harmonics Expansion of the transport equation
In the PN equations, I is approximated by a finite spherical harmonic ex-
pansion:5
In+1(~r, ~Ω) ≈ Iˆ(~r, ~Ω) =
N∑
`=0
∑`
m=−`
Im` (~r)R
m
` (~Ω), (9)
where, for variables µ ∈ [−1, 1] and φ ∈ [0, 2pi) such that ~Ω =
√
1− µ2 cosϕ~ex+√
1− µ2 sinϕ ~ey + µ~ez, the real-form spherical harmonics are given by:
Rm` (~Ω) =

√
2Cm` P
m
` (µ) cos(mϕ), 0 < m ≤ ` ≤ N
C0` P
0
` (µ), 0 ≤ ` ≤ N√
2C
|m|
` P
|m|
` (µ) sin(|m|ϕ), 0 < −m ≤ ` ≤ N
. (10)
Here Cm` =
√
(2`+1)
4pi
(`−m)!
(`+m)! is a normalization constant chosen such that
∫
S2 R
m
` R
m′
`′ dΩ =
δ`,`′δm,m′ , with δ`,`′ being the Kronecker delta, and P
m
` denotes the associated
Legendre polynomial of degree ` and order m.
Integrating Eq. 6 in angle against Rm` and applying the approximation in
Eq. 9 gives, for all (`,m) ∈ N ≡ {(`,m) ∈ N2 : 0 ≤ |m| ≤ ` ≤ N},∫
S2
~Ω · ~∇Iˆ Rm` dΩ + σ∗t Im` − σsI00δ`,0 =
√
4piσaBδ`,0 +Q
m
` , (11)
where Qm` =
∫
S2 Q∗Rm` dΩ. In Eq. 11, the angular moments are coupled to each
other only through the streaming operator ~Ω · ~∇. This coupling is expressed
through the matrices
Aχ ≡
∫
S2
~Ω · ~eχRRT dΩ , χ ∈ {x, y, z}, (12)
where R is the vector containing the spherical harmonics Rml . These matrices
can be evaluated using well-known recursion relations (see [32, 16] or [36] for
the complex version) or exact quadrature rules.
We collect the expansion coefficients Im` into a vector I using a consistent
ordering with a single index, and write Eq. 11 as the following linear system:
Ax
∂I
∂x
+Ay
∂I
∂y
+Az
∂I
∂z
+ σ∗t I − σsΦ =
(√
4piσaB
)
1+Q, (13)
where 1 = (1 0 · · · 0)T and Φ = (I00 0 · · · 0)T . In a slight abuse of
notation, we denote the jth component of I in the single index ordering by
Ij = I
m
` , where the map (`,m) ↔ j is a bijection between the two sets of
indices.6 The same convention will be used for Qm` .
5Even though Iˆ depends on both n and N , we omit these dependencies in order to simplify
the notation.
6We have thus assumed that (`,m) = (0,0) is associated to j = 1.
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The solution vector I has (N + 1)2 components, but in reduced geometries,
there are only P < (N+1)2 that are not redundant or trivially zero. If I depends
on only two spatial dimensions, then P = 12 (N + 1)(N + 2); if I depends on
only one spatial dimension, then P = N + 1 [36].7
2.3. Angular filtering
The purpose of angular filtering is to reduce unphysical oscillations that can
arise from truncating the spherical harmonics expansion. It has been demon-
strated theoretically in [37] and observed numerically in [11, 38, 39] that these
oscillations may lead to negative solution values for the scalar intensity φ. In
its original implementation, the filter suppresses them by damping higher-order
angular moments (` > 0) after each time step in the given temporal integration
scheme and, in doing so, effectively mitigates negative scalar intensities in the
PN solution. In addition, the filter was constructed in such a way as to conserve
energy, preserve rotational invariance, and maintain formal convergence of the
solution as N goes to infinity.
Radice et al.[16] later showed that with an appropriate modification of the
filter strength, one can derive a modified set of equations. In effect, their for-
mulation adds artificial scattering to the system, replacing Eq. 13 by:
Ax
∂I
∂x
+Ay
∂I
∂y
+Az
∂I
∂z
+ σ∗t I + σfDI − σsΦ =
(√
4piσaB
)
1+Q, (14)
where σf is a free parameter, (DI)
m
` = f(`,N) I
m
` , and the filter function f is
given by:
f(`,N) ≡ − log ρfilterType
(
`
N + 1
)
. (15)
The Lanczos and spherical spline filters are considered [16]:
ρLanczos(ζ) =
sin ζ
ζ
; ρSSpline(ζ) =
1
1 + ζ4
. (16)
The variable σf in Eq. 14 is a tuning parameter – henceforth called filter
strength – that may be spatially dependent. Strategies for determining a good
local value of σf are discussed in Section 4.1. In this context, one of the strengths
of the reformulation in [16] is that — unlike the original implementation in [9]
— the filter strength is independent of the size of the time step and the spatial
mesh [16]. Thus the value of σf needs to be tuned only once, and this can be
done using relatively cheap simulations on coarse meshes.
3. Spatial Discretization
We discretize Eq. 14 in space, along with Eq. 7 for the material tempera-
ture, using the Discontinuous Galerkin Finite Element Method (DGFEM). This
7In practice, we solve only for the nontrivial moments, but for simplicity we maintain the
notations in Eq. 13 even when P < (N + 1)2.
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method is, by now, fairly standard. Thus the presentation here will be brief.
Roughly speaking, the method relies on a piecewise polynomial approximation
of the true solution. It requires the specification of a numerical flux at points
of discontinuities, the effect of which is to add a stabilizing term to the usual
variational form. For details, we refer the reader to the review in [40].
3.1. Variational formulation
Let T be a collection of open convex, polyhedral cells K ⊂ D such that
∪K = D, and let h > 0 be the size of the largest disk that can be inscribed
inside any cell K. Let Γint be the set of interior facets:
Γint = {e : e = K1 ∩K2 for any K1,K2 ∈ T , K1 6= K2} . (17)
Let V be a finite-dimensional trial space of functions that are polynomial on
each K ∈ T . For each j, we seek a function Ihj ∈ V that approximates the
coefficient Ij = I
m
l . Thus the approximation I
h of the vector-valued function I
lives in the (Cartesian) product space V P . We also approximate T by Th ∈ V .
The formulation of the DGFEM is as follows: Find (Ih, Th) ∈ V P × V
such that a((Ih, Th), v) = L(v) for all v ∈ V P+1, where for each ((u, θ), v) ∈
(V P × V )× V P+1,
a((u, θ), v) =
P+1∑
i=1
ai((u, θ), vi) and L(v) =
P+1∑
i=1
Li(vi). (18)
Here ai and Li denote (for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ P ) forms associated to the i-th
equation of Eq. 14, and to Eq. 7 for i = P + 1. They are derived by multiplying
the corresponding equation by vi and integrating over each cell K ∈ T . For
1 ≤ i ≤ P , following an integration by parts, ai can expressed as the sum of
four terms:
ai((u, θ), vi) = a
vol
i ((u, θ), vi) + a
int
i (u, vi) + a
ext
i (u, vi) + a
BC
i (u, vi). (19)
Here avoli is the volumetric contribution; a
int
i is the contribution from interior
facets; aexti is a contribution from exterior facets (along the boundary of the
spatial domain ∂D); and aBCi is a boundary contribution.
The term aBCi accounts for any boundary conditions that express incoming
information in terms of outgoing information (such as reflective boundaries) and
will be discussed in Section 3.3. The remaining terms are8
avoli ((u, θ), vi) =
( P∑
j=1
∫
D
(
(σ∗t δij + σfDij)vi −Ax,ij
∂vi
∂x
−Ay,ij ∂vi
∂y
−Az,ij ∂vi
∂z
)
uj dx
)
−
∫
D
(
σs u1 +
√
4piσaB
)
v1 δi,1 dx,
(20)
8Recall that we have assumed that v1 is the test function associated to the 0-th moment
equation of Eq. 14 and that vP+1 is the test function associated to the temperature equation
(Eq. 7).
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ainti (u, vi) =
P∑
j=1
∑
e∈Γint
(∫
e
(
~ex · ~n Ax,ij JviK〈uj〉+ 1
2
|~ex · ~n |Mx,ij JviKJujK)ds
+
∫
e
(
~ey · ~n Ay,ij JviK〈uj〉+ 1
2
|~ey · ~n |My,ij JviKJujK)ds
+
∫
e
(
~ez · ~n Az,ij JviK〈uj〉+ 1
2
|~ez · ~n |Mz,ij JviKJujK)ds),
(21)
aexti (u, vi) =
P∑
j=1
(∫
∂D
1
2
(
~ex · ~n0 Ax,ij + |~ex · ~n0 |Mx,ij
)
vi uj ds
+
∫
∂D
1
2
(
~ey · ~n0 Ay,ij + |~ey · ~n0 |My,ij
)
vi uj ds
+
∫
∂D
1
2
(
~ez · ~n0 Az,ij + |~ez · ~n0 |Mz,ij
)
vi uj ds
)
,
(22)
Here ~n is a unit vector normal to the interior facet; ~n0 is the outward
9 unit
normal vector on the domain boundary; and the exact form of the dissipation
matrices Mx, My and Mz depends on the choice of numerical flux. In this paper,
we use a global Lax-Friedrich flux:
Mx = My = Mz = λI, (23)
with λ = 1. This form of numerical flux was chosen over the upwind flux, as
was used in [36], because it generates significantly fewer non-zero terms in the
variational formulation. The average operator 〈·〉 and jump operator J·K are
defined at any facet for any variable ψ by:
JψK ≡ (ψ+ − ψ−) , 〈ψ〉 ≡ ψ+ + ψ−
2
, (24)
with ψ+ and ψ− being defined with respect to the unit normal on the facet,
cf. Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Notation for discontinuous variables, given a unit normal vector ~n.
9The outward direction is defined with respect to D.
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For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ P , the linear form Li is given by
Li(vi) =
∫
D
Qi vi dx + L
BC
i (vi). (25)
Here LBCi accounts for the boundary conditions and will discussed along with
aBCi in Section 3.3. For i = P + 1 (i.e. the terms associated to Eq. 7), we have
aP+1((u, θ), vP+1) =
∫
D
(
E(θ)
∆t
− σa
(√
4piu1 − 4piB
))
vP+1 dx, (26)
LP+1(vP+1) =
∫
D
E(Tn)
∆t
vP+1 dx. (27)
3.2. Mass matrix lumping
For robustness in optically thick regions, it may be necessary to lump the
matrices corresponding to the collision terms. This was demonstrated in [28] in
the context of discontinuous Galerkin discretizations of discrete ordinate equa-
tions. In practice, lumping a matrix is done by replacing it by a diagonal matrix
whose i-th term is the sum of the elements on the i-th row of the original matrix.
For the Crooked Pipe test problem (see Section 5) this lumping proved to be
necessary to avoid non-physical instabilities in the solution.
3.3. Initial and boundary conditions
Initial conditions for Ih and Th are derived by projecting the initial data
for I and T onto V P and V , respectively. Boundary conditions are required
for Vh, but not T
h. Unfortunately, the conditions for Ih cannot be derived
directly from the boundary conditions for I, since the former require full moment
information and the latter are specified only for incoming data. The boundary
conditions that apply to our system are natural, i.e. they are imposed weakly
in the variational form by adding appropriate terms to the forms a and L. We
impose incoming Dirichlet and reflective boundary conditions on Bd and Br,
respectively, where Bd ∪ Br = ∂D. For χ ∈ {d, r}, we define B−χ = {(~r, ~Ω) ∈
Bχ × S2 : ~n0(~r) · ~Ω < 0}. The boundary conditions can then expressed as:{
∀(~r, ~Ω) ∈ B−d , I(~r, ~Ω) = g(~r, ~Ω), (28)
∀(~r, ~Ω) ∈ B−r , I(~r, ~Ω) = I(~r, ~Ω− 2(~Ω · ~n0)~n0), (29)
where g is given. Then aBCi = a
BC,d
i + a
BC,r
i , where each term are described
below.
Incoming Dirichlet boundary. Dirichlet conditions are imposed by setting values
to the incoming data of Ij on the outward side of the exterior facets. The
outgoing data is obtained by continuity, that is using the outgoing data of Ij
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on the inward side of the exterior facets. The numerical flux (still using a
Lax-Friedrich flux) can then be defined on Bd as:
F(u, g) = ~ex · ~n0
2
(
Ax u+H
⊕
flux,x u+ g
	
flux,x
)
+
|~ex · ~n0|
2
(
u−H⊕ u− g	)
+
~ey · ~n0
2
(
Ay u+H
⊕
flux,y u+ g
	
flux,y
)
+
|~ey · ~n0|
2
(
u−H⊕ u− g	)
+
~ez · ~n0
2
(
Az u+H
⊕
flux,z u+ g
	
flux,z
)
+
|~ez · ~n0|
2
(
u−H⊕ u− g	)
(30)
where we have defined the following half-range integrals for all χ ∈ {x, y, z}:
g	flux,χ ≡
∫
S−
~Ω · ~eχR g dΩ , H⊕flux,χ ≡
∫
S+
~Ω · ~eχRRT dΩ, (31)
g	 ≡
∫
S−
R g dΩ , H⊕ ≡
∫
S+
RRT dΩ, (32)
where S±(~r) = {~Ω ∈ S2 : ±~n0(~r) · ~Ω > 0} for all ~r ∈ ∂D. If ~n0(~r) is colinear
to ~ex, ~ey or ~ez, the matrices H
⊕
flux,χ and H
⊕ can be evaluated exactly using an
(N + 1)-point Gauss-Jacobi quadrature rule. If not, they can be derived using
rotation matrices and then applying the quadrature. According to Eq. 30, the
boundary contribution to a (cf. Eq. 19) is
aBC,di (u, vi) =
P∑
j=1
(∫
Bd
1
2
(
H⊕flux,x,ij ~ex · ~n0 −H⊕ij |~ex · ~n0|
)
vi uj ds
+
∫
Bd
1
2
(
H⊕flux,y,ij ~ey · ~n0 −H⊕ij |~ey · ~n0|
)
vi uj ds
+
∫
Bd
1
2
(
H⊕flux,z,ij ~ez · ~n0 −H⊕ij |~ez · ~n0|
)
vi uj ds
)
,
(33)
while the boundary contribution to L is (cf. Eq. 25)
LBCi (vi) = −
(∫
Bd
1
2
(
g	flux,x,i ~ex · ~n0 − g	i |~ex · ~n0|
)
vi ds
+
∫
Bd
1
2
(
g	flux,y,i ~ey · ~n0 − g	i |~ey · ~n0|
)
vi ds
+
∫
Bd
1
2
(
g	flux,z,i ~ez · ~n0 − g	i |~ez · ~n0|
)
vi ds
)
.
(34)
Eq. 22 already accounts for the terms in Eq. 30 that correspond to the inside of
the exterior facet.
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Reflective boundary. Due to the rotational invariance of the spherical harmon-
ics, the reflected moment corresponding to Ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ P , can be expressed
as:
Ij′ =
P∑
j=1
αj′j Ij , (35)
where α is matrix depending on ~n0.
10 Hence, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ P ,:
aBC,ri (u, vi) =
P∑
j=1
(∫
Br
1
2
(
Ax,ij ~ex · ~n0 −Mx,ij |~ex · ~n0|
)
vi αij(~n0)uj ds
+
∫
Br
1
2
(
Ay,ij ~ey · ~n0 −My,ij |~ey · ~n0|
)
vi αij(~n0)uj ds
+
∫
Br
1
2
(
Az,ij ~ez · ~n0 −Mz,ij |~ez · ~n0|
)
vi αij(~n0)uj ds
)
.
(36)
3.4. Implementation
To generate numerical solutions for Eqs. 1 and 2, a code has been imple-
mented in Rattlesnake, the transport solver of the the Idaho National Labora-
tory (INL), based on the Multiphysics Object Oriented Simulation Environment
(MOOSE) framework [42]. Nonlinear solves are performed using the Jacobian
Free Newton Krylov (JFNK) method, and the PETSc [43] restarted generalized
minimal residual (GMRES) solver for the linear solves. In this method, the Ja-
cobian is never explicitly formed but its action is computed with two nonlinear
residual evaluations. All the results from this code are obtained using the first
order LAGRANGE elements from libMesh [44]. The meshes are generated us-
ing gmsh [45] and the results are visualized with VisIt [46]. Several convergence
tests were performed to verify the spatial and temporal accuracy of the code.
The linear system for I in Eq. 13 can be ill-conditioned in streaming regimes.
Specifically, σ∗t → 1c∆t when σt → 0. Hence when σt is small and ∆t is large,
the system is dominated by the streaming operator Ax
∂I
∂x +Ay
∂I
∂y +Az
∂I
∂z , which
is singular and not diagonally dominant. The loss of diagonal dominance makes
most iterative schemes (Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, SOR, etc.) unstable. To our
knowledge, there does not exist a universally effective preconditioner for the PN
equations in the streaming limit, though some multigrid in angle preconditioners
have been studied in the past for the even-parity form of the PN equations [47].
For the results in this paper, we have used the built-in algebraic multigrid
(AMG) preconditioners in PETSc.
4. Study of the filter
In this section, we discuss the selection of filter parameters. We then inves-
tigate how the filter affects (i) the convergence of the iterative solver for the
10In particular, if ~n0 = ~ez , αij = (−1)l+mIj . Simple relations are also obtained if ~n0 = ~ex
or ~n0 = ~ey [41].
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fully discretized system and (ii) the convergence of the angular discretization as
N →∞.
4.1. Filtering strategy
In this subsection, we discuss the strategy for selecting the location, type,
and strength of the filter.
The major drawback of the filter is that σf must be tuned by the user for
each individual problem. Unfortunately, the numerical solution can be very
sensitive to the value of σf, especially for small values of N . The choice of filter
strength is a trade-off between removing unphysical oscillations and excessive
damping of the solution. Since the appropriate balance may be different in
different parts of the spatial domain, it is often advantageous to allow σf to vary
in space. Often a basic understanding of radiation transport can help guide the
strategy for setting σf without the need for extensive knowledge of the solution
beforehand. When more information is needed, a relatively coarse simulation
(in space and time) may be used as a proxy. This is one of the main benefits
of using the consistent formulation in Eq. 14: the value σf does not need to be
recomputed when the space-time mesh is refined.
In our experience, we have found the following to be good practices for
setting the filter strength.
• Location. Run a calculation with no filter and find local regions at which
I00 becomes negative. Activate the filter in these ‘negative’ regions as well
as in upstream regions of comparable sizes. For the other parts of the
problem, the filter can typically be set to zero or to a much smaller value.
If the problem is uniform, then activate the filter everywhere.
• Filter type. Set the order of the filter to match the expected regularity
(with respect to angle) of the transport solution.11 If unsure, it is better
to underestimate the regularity. Lower order filters are typically more
robust because they damp the lower order moments more strongly.12 For
the most difficult problems, we have found that the second-order Lanczos
filter works well. This is the filter used by default throughout this paper.
• Filter strength. Using a coarse mesh, determine N0 which yields an
acceptable13 unfiltered solution. A good scaling is usually obtained by
setting σf(~r) ≈ σt(~r)/f(1, N0) in the previously determined regions. An-
other option is to tune the filter strength empirically.
These guidelines are quite broad but they usually are precise enough to
determine a suitable σf. The relative freedom that is left to the user is also an
11See Sec. 4.3 for a more precise statement of the regularity.
12In particular, an unfiltered calculation can be seen as a filtered calculation of order ∞.
13As N →∞, the numerical solution converges to the analytical solution so there exists an
integer N0 such that the numerical solution is subjectively good enough. In practice, N0 can
be chosen such that the unfiltered I00 is non-negative.
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advantage since the extent to which the negativity and oscillations should be
reduced can vary from one application to another.
4.2. Effects of the filter on the iterative solver
We consider the effect of the filter on the iteration count for the full non-
linear system when solving the Crooked Pipe problem. A full description of this
problem can be found in Section 5 (see Fig. 3 for the layout), and numerical
solutions are presented later in Section 5.
In Fig. 2, the total number of GMRES iterations are displayed for the first
time step, which is typically the most expensive. For the uniform filter, the
number of iterations decreases monotonically as σf increases to a fixed number
that is independent of N . For the local filter, the iterations decrease initially and
increase to a fixed value that is different for each N . (Note however, that this
increase occurs well beyond any practical value of σf.) The difference in perfor-
mance between the uniform and local strategies is due to the fact that the local
filter introduces an artificial discontinuity in the effective material cross-section.
In both strategies, the improvement in performance is noteworthy. Indeed, the
number of iterations for the practical value of σf decreases by more than one-half
when compared to the unfiltered case for uniform filtering and by more than
20% for the locally filtered PN with N > 1.
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(b) Local filtering
Figure 2: Iteration count for the first time step as a function of N and the filter strength σf
(in cm−1), using the Lanczos filter. As a reference, the value of σf for this test problem was
in practice chosen to be 50 cm−1 (vertical line). The value of σf for the local filter designates
the maximum value; see Fig. 5 for a complete description.
The decrease in the number of iterations for small values of σf as well as
the convergence to a constant number for σf → ∞ can be predicted on a pure
transport problem using GMRES convergence properties. This is because the
filtering operator only adds a diagonal contribution to the global matrix which
tends to gather the eigenvalues into N + 1 clusters as σf → ∞, N of which
having a relative radius going to zero in that limit. Detailed derivations were
removed from this work for conciseness but can be found in [48].
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4.3. Comparison to error estimates
Frank, Hauck and Kuepper [32] have derived error estimates for the con-
vergence of filtered PN for the case of pure transport. Here we compare these
estimates to numerical results for smooth and non-smooth solutions of thermal
radiative transfer with non-linear material properties. Define the angular error
EN = ||IˆN − I||L2 =
( ∞∑
`=0
∑`
m=−`
∫
D
(
(IˆN )m` − Im`
)2
dx
)1/2
, (37)
where the expansion coefficients of IˆN solve the (time continuous) FPN equa-
tions and we have added the subscript N to Iˆ to emphasize the dependence on
N . Based on [32], we expect
EN = O
(
N−min{k,α}
)
, (38)
where k is the order of convergence in the unfiltered case, α is the order of the
filter and the implied constant in Eq. 38 depends on I and the time t. The
Lanczos and Spherical Spline filter orders are two and four, respectively.
As a test problem, we use the smooth Marshak Wave [35]. This problem
is defined on a slab geometry, which implies that I only depends on x ∈ [0, 1]
and t. It assumes a purely absorbing medium with cross-section σt = σa =
(ac)−3/4 T−3. The material heat capacity Cv is set to a1/4c−3/4.14 The initial
conditions are
Im` (x, 0) =
δ`,0√
4pi
(
Il + (Ir − Il)
1 + tanh
(
50(x− 0.25))
2
)
, (39)
T (x, 0) =
(√4pi
ac
I00 (x, 0)
)1/4
, (40)
where Il = 4, Ir = 0.004. We use Dirichlet boundary conditions (see Sec. 3.3)
at both boundaries: g = Il at x = 0 and g = Ir at x = 1. We use 200 uniform
cells of width ∆x = 0.005. The final time is tmax = ∆t = 0.005/c and the filter
strength is σf = 100.
To test both aspects of (38), we consider two problems. In the first one,
Q = 0; in the second, we add a non-smooth, volumetric source that is constant
in x and t and a hat function in µ.
Q(x, µ, t) =
{
20
∣∣(|µ| − 0.5)∣∣, 0 ≤ |µ| ≤ 0.5,
0, 0.5 ≤ |µ| ≤ 1. (41)
14In the original paper, the equations solved can be obtained by setting a = c = Cv = 1.
Here we prefer to keep the physical constants unchanged and use a different scaling, which
leads to slightly different expressions for the cross-sections, the heat capacity, the time step
and the temperature. We are however solving the same equations.
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Thus the angular derivative is not continuous. To estimate the error EN , we
use Iˆ99 and Iˆ199, respectively, to approximate I in the smooth and non-smooth
cases.15
In Tables 1–3 we show numerical values of ENi and the convergence rate
ri = −
log(ENi/ENi+1)
log(Ni/Ni+1)
, (42)
for several different filters in the smooth case. As expected, the order of con-
vergence is close to the order of the filter.
N EN r
1 1.29E-06 4.35
3 1.08E-08 7.59
7 1.74E-11 5.04
15 3.75E-13 3.78
29 3.10E-14 0.68
49 2.17E-14 NA
99 Reference NA
Table 1: Unfiltered
(smooth)
N EN r
1 1.59E-06 2.01
3 1.75E-07 1.64
7 4.36E-08 1.83
15 1.08E-08 1.97
29 2.95E-09 2.15
49 9.56E-10 NA
99 Reference NA
Table 2: Lanczos (smooth)
N EN r
1 1.78E-06 2.84
3 7.89E-08 3.25
7 5.00E-09 3.64
15 3.13E-10 3.82
29 2.53E-11 3.91
49 3.26E-12 NA
99 Reference NA
Table 3: SSpline (smooth)
In Tables 4–6 we show the results in the non-smooth case. We observe
that the order of convergence is not affected by the order of the filter. This is as
expected, since k < α. Because lower-order filters are more robust, it is generally
best to choose α no less than k, but as close to k as possible. Results confirming
Eq. 38 are similarly obtained for the exponential filters of an arbitrary order
(which are introduced in [32]).
15In the non-smooth case, the reference solution must be more refined in order to see a more
saturated convergence rate.
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N EN r
1 1.60E-02 0.23
3 1.23E-02 1.40
7 3.76E-03 1.43
15 1.27E-03 1.50
29 4.73E-04 1.63
49 2.01E-04 1.57
69 1.18E-04 1.11
89 8.87E-05 1.65
109 6.35E-05 NA
199 Reference NA
Table 4: Unfiltered (non-
smooth)
N EN r
1 1.60E-02 0.23
3 1.23E-02 1.40
7 3.78E-03 1.43
15 1.27E-03 1.49
29 4.75E-04 1.63
49 2.02E-04 1.56
69 1.19E-04 1.12
89 8.93E-05 1.64
109 6.40E-05 NA
199 Reference NA
Table 5: Lanczos (non-
smooth)
N EN r
1 1.60E-02 0.23
3 1.23E-02 1.38
7 3.84E-03 1.45
15 1.27E-03 1.48
29 4.79E-04 1.61
49 2.06E-04 1.55
69 1.21E-04 1.14
89 9.06E-05 1.63
109 6.51E-05 NA
199 Reference NA
Table 6: SSpline (non-
smooth)
5. Numerical Solutions for Crooked Pipe and Comparison with IMC
In this section, we study a variation16 of the Crooked Pipe benchmark [33].
In this problem, there are two purely absorbing materials in a two-dimensional,
Cartesian domain that is 7 cm × 2 cm, respectively, in the x and y directions (as
shown in Fig. 3), with the origin located at the bottom left corner. There is no
z-dependence. The location of the two materials is shown in Fig. 3. In the thin
one, σa = 20 m
−1 and Cv = 4.3 × 104 J/m3/K; in the thick one, σa = 2 × 104
m−1 and Cv = 4.3× 107 J/m3/K.
On the left boundary, we apply an isotropic incoming source (see Eq. 28):
g =
ac√
4pi
T 4L, TL = 0.3 keV, (43)
at x = 0 for 0 ≤ y ≤ 0.5 cm—that is, only along the thin region of the left
boundary. We also apply a 0.05 keV source on the thin region of the right
boundary to keep particles from leaking out of the domain there. A reflective
boundary condition is imposed on the bottom boundary and open boundaries
are imposed everywhere else. The initial temperature is set to T0 = 0.05 keV,
and the expansion coefficients of the initial intensity are
Im` (x, 0) =
acT 40√
4pi
δ`,0. (44)
16The original Crooked Pipe problem has a cylindrical geometry; here we use Cartesian
coordinates.
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Figure 3: Mesh for the Crooked Pipe test problem. In the thin regions (shown in blue),
σt = σa = 20 m−1 and Cv = 4.3 × 104 J/m4/K. In the thick regions (shown in red), each
of these constants is factor of 1000 greater. The two straight lines (in yellow) are y = 0 and
x = 2.75 cm; the three points (in green) are (x1, y1) = (0.25 cm, 0), (x2, y2) = (2.75 cm, 0)
and (x3, y3) = (3.5 cm, 1.25 cm). The interface between thick and thin regions is refined so
that there are several cells per mean free path. (The first layer of cells has a width of 0.005
cm.) The entire mesh contains 20,106 triangular elements.
As explained in Section 3.2, we lump the mass matrix for the collision terms
in order to increase robustness. The time step is set to 0.05 ns using a BDF-2
time-discretization scheme.17
5.1. Comparison with IMC: Simplified Problem
The sharp material interfaces and the absence of scattering in the Crooked
Pipe make it very difficult to solve. Furthermore, because σa in the thick region
is very large, fully converging the solution requires a significant amount of com-
putational resources. Thus, for verification purposes, we begin with a simpler
test problem and compare it to a solution obtained from an IMC calculation.
In this problem, σa = 20 m
−1 everywhere and the source on the left is applied
along the entire left boundary. We verify that a P29 solution agrees well with
the IMC one; see Fig. 4. With this fact in mind, we use a P39 solution with the
spatial mesh shown in Fig. 3 as the reference solution below.
17The difference with the Backward-Euler scheme was barely noticeable, suggesting that
the temporal error is not dominant with this time step. Increasing the time step to 0.1 ns also
had a negligible impact.
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Figure 4: Temperature profile along y = 0, y = 1.9 cm as a function of x and at
(x, y) = (3.5 cm, 1 cm) and (x, y) = (5 cm, 1 cm) as a function of time. For convergence
purposes, these results are obtained on the same geometry as Fig. 3 except that the
material properties are set to the thin region everywhere and that the source is applied
on the entire left boundary. The mesh however was a uniform rectangular grid (100×50
for the IMC, 112×32 for the P29).
5.2. Filtering strategy
For robustness, we use the Lanczos filter in all of the filtered calculations.
Based on the guidelines detailed in the previous section, we consider three fil-
tering strategies.
• Unfiltered. This is the original PN method, obtained by setting σf = 0.
• Uniformly filtered. Here σf is a fixed constant across the domain. Based
on the discussion in Section 4.1 and given that the material temperature
T is virtually always above the initial temperature for N = 7, we choose
a value such that σf f(1, N0 = 7) is comparable to the cross-section in the
thin part of the problem. Setting σf = 5 × 103 m−1 gives σf f(1, 7) ≈ 13
m−1 . (Recall that σt = 20 m−1 in the thin region.)
• Locally filtered. The spatial profile of σf in this case is provided by
Fig. 5. Following the guidelines of Section 4.1, we set it to 5 × 103 m−1
after the first elbow of the pipe (where the radiation tends to become
negative) as well as in an upstream region of comparable size.
Figure 5: Value of σf (in cm
−1) for the locally filtered calculations.
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5.3. Results
In all simulations, radiation flows rapidly from the left boundary to the first
elbow of the pipe. It is then absorbed and re-emitted by the material. Isotropic
re-emission allows for some of the radiation to change direction and propagate
further down the pipe.
In the following subsections, we present 2-D maps of the different solutions
at a fixed time. We then examine these solutions in more detail: first along
specified lines in space with time fixed and then at fixed points in space over a
given time interval. As expected, the locally filtered strategy generally produces
the best solutions: it maintains a positive scalar intensity without damping its
profile too strongly.
5.3.1. Scalar intensity 2-D maps
In Figs. 6-8, we plot heat maps of the scalar intensity I00 for the unfiltered,
uniformly filtered, and locally filtered spherical harmonic calculations, respec-
tively, at time t = 0.05 sh. It is around this time that the value of I00 in
the unfiltered solution reaches its minimum. Each figure contains solutions for
N = 1, 3, 5 and 7. The filtered P39 solution with uniform filtering is included
for reference.
Fig. 6 shows the defects of the PN closures. P1 allows energy to flow through
the thin region around the bend in the pipe. Meanwhile, the P3, P5 and P7
calculations have regions – the edge of shadows – where the scalar intensity
becomes negative. If a low enough initial temperature is chosen, the temperature
will actually become negative, then yielding nonsensical results. Fig. 7 shows
that uniform filtering efficiently removes regions of negativity, but also over-
damps the scalar intensity profile for low values of N .
19
Figure 6: Scalar intensity I00 (in GJ/cm
2/sh) at t = 0.05 sh for unfiltered P1, P3, P5, and
P7 calculations (from top to bottom). The last plot is a uniformly filtered P39 calculation for
reference. The white regions show where I00 is less than 10
−5 (i.e. essentially negative with
such a log scale). Only the piecewise constant component of the solution is shown.
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Figure 7: Scalar intensity I00 (in GJ/cm
2/sh) at t = 0.05 sh for uniformly filtered P1, P3, P5,
and P7 calculations (from top to bottom). The last plot is a uniformly filtered P39 calculation
for reference. Only the piecewise constant component of the solution is shown.
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Figure 8: Scalar intensity I00 (in GJ/cm
2/sh) at t = 0.05 sh for locally filtered P1, P3, P5, and
P7 calculations (from top to bottom). The last plot is a uniformly filtered P39 calculation for
reference. Only the piecewise constant component of the solution is shown.
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5.3.2. Lineouts
In this section and the following, we provide L2-error tables to quantify
the filter performances. It is generally defined as (
∫ umax
umin
(I00 − Iref)2 du)1/2, the
reference being the P39 curve. For the lineouts, u represents the corresponding
spatial variable (u = x for Fig. 9, u = y for Fig. 10). For the time histories, it
represents the time t.
Figs. 9 and 10 show lineouts of the scalar intensity profile at time t = 0.05
sh along the lines y = 0 cm and x = 2.75 cm, respectively. Except for P1,
all of the unfiltered PN solutions (Fig. 9a) along y = 0 are very similar and
agree with the reference solution to within 12%. In the uniformly filtered case
(Fig. 9b), over damping has slowed the effective flow of radiation down the
pipe, causing solutions to be much less accurate. Meanwhile, the locally filtered
results (Fig. 9c) are slightly better than the unfiltered ones.
Along the line x = 2.75 cm, nonphysical oscillations cause the scalar in-
tensity profile for the unfiltered equations (Fig. 10a) to reach negative values.
The filter helps significantly in this region, with the local filter (Fig. 10c) again
outperforming the uniform one, especially for small values of N . Even so, the fil-
tered solutions do over-predict the scalar intensity compared to the P39 solution
after the first elbow.
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(c) Locally Filtered PN . (d) L2-error in GJ-cm
−3/2-sh−1.
Figure 9: Scalar intensity profile along the straight line y = 0 at t = 0.05 sh (refer to
Fig. 3 to see where the straight line is with respect to the geometry). The stair-casing
is an artifact of the visualization software, which plots piece-wise constants.
5.3.3. Time Histories
As suggested in [33], we also monitor the evolution of I00 as a function of time
at 3 different points in space: (x1, y1) = (0.25 cm, 0), (x2, y2) = (2.75 cm, 0), and
(x3, y3) = (3.5 cm, 1.25 cm). These results are given in Figs. 11 - 13.
At (x1, y1) (Fig. 11), all the filtering approaches give reasonable results. The
values of I00 for uniform filtering in Fig. 11b are slightly higher than with the
other two types because the radiation propagates more slowly and is therefore
more concentrated at the entrance of the pipe. For the same reason, the unfil-
tered calculations tend to underestimate the temperature at that point for small
values of N .
At (x2, y2), in Fig. 12a, the unfiltered solutions are all reasonably close to the
P39 solution at early times (see Table 12d), except for the P3 solution, which is
affected by the time history at this point. Similar behavior for P5 or P7 can be
observed at different points in space. The uniformly filtered solutions (Fig. 12b)
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(c) Locally Filtered PN . (d) L2-error in GJ-cm
−3/2-sh−1.
Figure 10: Scalar intensity profile along the straight line x = 2.75 cm at t = 0.05
sh (refer to Fig. 3 to see where the straight line is with respect to the geometry).
The stair-casing is an artifact of the visualization software, which plots piece-wise
constants.
again suffer from over damping, while the locally filtered results (Fig. 12c) agree
well with the reference solution. Only P1 does not capture the shape accurately.
At (x3, y3) in Fig. 13a, the unfiltered scalar intensities are too high. The
filtering improves this, with the uniform filter giving the best results for N = 1
and N = 3. For N = 5 and N = 7, the local and uniform filters have similar
errors.
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(c) Locally Filtered PN . (d) L2-error in GJ-cm
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Figure 11: Scalar intensity profile at the point (x1, y1) = (0.25 cm, 0). Refer to Fig. 3
to see where this point lies with respect to the geometry.
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(c) Locally Filtered PN . (d) L2-error in GJ-cm
−2-sh−1/2.
Figure 12: Scalar intensity profile at the point (x2, y2) = (2.75 cm, 0). Refer to Fig. 3
to see where this point lies with respect to the geometry.
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Figure 13: Scalar intensity profile at the point (x3, y3) = (3.5 cm, 1.25 cm). Refer to
Fig. 3 to see where this point lies with respect to the geometry.
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6. Conclusions
We have presented and implemented a fully-implicit, discontinuous Galerkin
finite element method for simulating filtered spherical harmonic (PN ) equations
in the context of thermal radiative transfer and provided guidelines to deter-
mine filtering strategies for general problems. Interestingly, the conditioning of
underlying linear systems improves for moderate values of the filter strength
σf. Indeed, it was observed that such values led to a significant reduction in
the number of GMRES iterations needed to solve the Crooked Pipe benchmark
problem. We have also tested numerically the convergence properties of the
filter and have found that the properties of the linear, pure transport problem
carry over to the non-linear, thermal problem. Roughly speaking, the filter or-
der determines the convergence rate for smooth solutions, while for non-smooth
problems, the filter has little impact. Finally, we have performed detailed sim-
ulations of the Crooked Pipe problem and used it as a test case to compare
different filtering strategies. We observe that filtering improves numerical solu-
tions significantly, especially for small values of N . For the most part, it is a
local filtering strategy that works best.
In the future, we wish to extend this work to problems with multiple en-
ergy groups. In addition, we will apply the filter to second-order forms of the
transport equation that are commonly used in the neutronics community.
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